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Patron’s forward
I am pleased to share with you the work of the Youth Work Unit in Yorkshire & the Humber
during the period covered by this report. It is never easy to deliver services in a time of
diminishing resources and continuing uncertainty. Dealing with change on such a massive
scale requires resilience, flexibility and an ability to spot opportunities to make a difference; fill
gaps and take care of unmet needs.
The independent nature of the Youth Work Unit provides a structure which enables the Board
and staff to advocate on behalf of young people; youth workers and organisations throughout
the region without fear or favour; to provide leadership, support and networking opportunities.
The organisation has also been working hard to further strengthen relationships with partners;
key providers; decision-makers; to respond to the identified needs of member organisations
and to work directly with young people through the youth voice structures. The Youth Voice
work has continued to go from strength to strength and to nurture the capacity of young people
to work together to meet the needs of their peers and communities and to be involved in making improvements in local services. The young members of our own Youth Voice Yorkshire and
Humber Steering Group have again worked hard giving up their time voluntarily to help plan
and deliver Conventions and reach out to new groups of young people.

Thank you for reading this report and I hope you may wish to continue
your interest in the work of the YWU and also consider ways in which
you can support its work in the year ahead.

The Earl of Scarbrough

Chair’s Introduction:
A little over four years ago, the then Board of YWU Y&H decided that the organisation was no longer viable and had
agreed a course of action the effect of which would have s seen our closure. The membership of the Unit rallied
round in support, and here we are our years down the line and whilst not as robust and secure as is comfortable, I
can definitely say that we are in good heart and spirit with a determination to continue to provide leadership and to
promote the value of youth work to all those working with young people across Yorkshire and Humber.
The fact that we continue to do is in no small way due to the excellent workers that currently manage and deliver our
work against an ever changing backdrop of political change and reduced funding in our contracts, with no reduction in
the expectation of the work to be delivered. We also cannot ignore so continue to advocate for a better understanding of the reality of the lives of young people across the region, the perpetual need to face to have their voices heard,
their lives understood, and for positive and creative responses to create that so needed space for them to learn
grow and determine their own futures .
There are around 549,000 young people in the Yorkshire and Humber region and the thought of future generations
not having access to skilled youth work projects is unthinkable. We need to continue to do all we can to highlight the
irrationality of discarding a whole discipline of youth and community work and strain every nerve to support youth
worker deliverers and training providers.
We need to find new, or old, ways to survive in the current climate, so that the Unit can continue to provide infrastructure support to a sector of great importance to our young people.
In response to the current austerity measures, we have are acutely aware of our responsibility to advocate on behalf
of those organisations and individuals working with young people in our region. To this end, we have worked closely
this year with the Cabinet Office; with the leading national and regional Youth Work organisations and have also held
a series of events designed to promote the work of the sector in our region and challenge threats to delivery.
I am delighted to report that not only is the Unit still in place, but is also currently full of energy and possibility, although we said goodbye to Bill Eve who served the sector over many years and led for the Unit on Youth Voice work
in the region.

We have been working very hard at expanding our reach and influence and finding new ways of developing the offer to our member organisations and young people alike.
It has been such a pleasure for me working with the positive and committed team
that make up the Board and the Staff of the Unit, and it is with a tinge of sadness
that I am retiring from the Chair. I do so with the full knowledge that the team will
continue not just to survive but to grow and be recognised as the very clear and
authoritative voice central to the needs of young people in our region. In the
meantime I commend this report to you and give you all my very best wishes for
the future of the Unit and Youth Work in Yorkshire and Humber
Sue Atkins Chair of Youth Work Unit Board

Staffing
Development Director – Charlee Bewsher
Resource Director – Patrick Ambrose
Youth Voice Director – Bill Eve*
Freelance Bookkeeper—Fatima Chopdat
*Bill retired from the Unit in April 15

Unit Aims and Objectives
Aim
To be the voice and focus of youth work in Yorkshire and Humber
Objectives
To promote the voice, influence and participation of young people
To be the strategic voice of the youth work sector
To support voluntary, independent and statutory bodies, to achieve the highest standards of youth work.

Board Directors/Trustees
The YWU Board is made up of 9 Directors drawn from and supportive to the ‘Broad Young People’s
Services field’. The continuing Directors are:
Chair -

Sue Atkins – Youth Association South Yorkshire appointed January 2012

Directors
Anne Gomersall - Calderdale YS appointed January 2012
David Sharp - North Yorkshire Youth – appointed January 2012
Graham Griffiths - Bradford College - appointed June 2013
Gillian Shepherd – Salvation Army – appointed August 2014
Yvette Small—Leeds Beckett University—appointed August 2015
Resignation
Emma Manners - Cardigan Centre — resigned April 2015

Should members have any questions or matters they wish to discuss regarding the Board, the Annual Report or the Accounts please do not hesitate to get in touch with the YWU by email
theunit@youthworkunit.com or telephone 0113 270 3595.
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Our partnerships
We have continued to meet with Local Authority Heads of Services, Youth Work practitioners and
Voluntary Sector Partners to help us gain a deeper understanding of the changing needs of the
services in our region and the part we can play in supporting the sector. From these meetings
have come a range of responses including the development and delivery of workshops, events
and conferences to support the wider youth sector.
We started the new financial year with an innovative event for the Housing Sector in recognition
that they are increasingly working with young people, as other sectors withdraw support. The day
was hosted in York in partnership with Yorkshire Housing. It was well attended and we received
very positive feedback. There were a range of presentations from both Housing providers and
those who work with young people to improve their Housing experiences and these were warmly
received.
“It was great to hear stories and experiences of other people”,
“Good range of speakers, varied ideas”,
“Useful to hear experience from other orgs and the very practical ideas for
implementation”,
“How important it is to listen to young people”,
“The importance of the Young Inspector scheme”,
“Hope that Housing Ass will be more tolerant of young people in their properties
and more willing to take risks”,
“Partnership work is key”,
“Keeping young people engaged over a length of time will be difficult”,
“Need to change in communication types for young people and keep engaged
& recruit more YP.”

This was Bill Eve’s last event with the YWU, as he retired in April.

The regional LGBT network, a partnership piece of work developed in
partnership with the Sheila Amos Trust met a couple of time this year, responding to the needs of
those workers who support LGBT+ groups. However, due to changes in staffing and illness the
group wasn’t able to meet as frequently as it would have liked. Training was requested and a
date was set up, unfortunately the low uptake meant this was postponed until enough members
would like it. As we approached the end of the year to which this report relates, there were discussions concerning the establishing of a regional youth LGBT+ group.

Balancing the Needs – an ethical dilemma, was the title of a
workshop which we hosted responding to concerns raised at a partnership meeting. A day to
enable those working with young people to discuss openly the dilemmas they face when supporting young people to have a voice, especially when those issues conflict with the ‘terms and conditions’ of employers and/or funders. We explored how best to support young people wanting to
participate in activities that present safeguarding issues, both for themselves and staff e.g., planning and or participating in demonstrations / marches, which have the potential to lead to antisocial behaviour such as riots, looting, vandalism and young people being caught up in this. It
was hosted in Leeds in July, facilitated by Turning the Tide a national charity which provides
training in conflict resolution.
A lot of the conversation centred on the issue of tokenism when working with young people and
the limited opportunities young people have to influence and impact on decisions, as often these
have already been made. We explored the pressure this puts on workers, who feel their honesty
and integrity is challenged and compromised, by being asked to ‘manipulate’ or ‘encourage’
young people to make a particular decision due to external pressures.
Workers were able to identify who has the power and why this happens, but didn’t always feel
able to support young people or had been instructed not to be upfront with them because of the
likely consequences. These involved the constant threat of redundancy or career moves. That
encourages workers to comply with the employers line.
There was a great deal of discussion and people wanted solutions, however, being ethical dilemmas each worker has to do this for themselves.

Filling the Vacuum, delivered in partnership with Agilisys
Transformation.
In September, we explored the future of the Youth Sector
and questioned who was leading the agenda. Developed
in the context of an uncertain future and diminishing resources to support the Youth Offer and the opportunities
presented by the ‘Doing Things Differently’ offer from the
Cabinet Office, the day enabled participants to review the
current Youth Offer, discuss opportunities and threats, to
identify potential and propose a way forward for the delivery of provision, identifying areas for improvement and
growth.

One area identified was the use of information to help
transform support services and practitioners to make better (or
even first use) of analytics and insight tools to support service
design and targeting. Agilisys shared their current tool, which
supports and enables service users and businesses to better
connect with the public services available to them. It can also
provide valuable insight into those communities and shape
behaviour and personalise digital content and services.
Delegates were invited to participate in a process, led by Agilisys and IBM, to evaluate the
potential for a technology solution to particular problems facing services – in this case, a tool to
address some of the identified challenges for front-line Youth Workers. Charlee, with two
youth service representatives attended this day and a prototype app was developed and was
piloted.
This day was followed up in March, when managers came back together to share updates and
explore future options.
In October the YWU hosted, in partnership with Hull University, our Annual conference
‘Countering the Myths’. We were joined by over 60 delegates, who explored the
Government’s Prevent strategy from different angles, speakers included Sofia Mahmood from
Empowering Minds, Bill Dennis from Migration Yorkshire giving a regional perspective
and Members of Hull City Councils Safe Guarding and Prevent team.
Workshops included Youth Work in Europe – learning from our European partners, funding
opportunities, the impact on practice, international work Nick Koral of Bradford College.
Working with new communities and cultural awareness, facilitated by Ismael Ahmad
representing HANA. Work with Refugees, asylum seekers, migrant workers – doing it for real
facilitated by Sally Taylor of The Haven Project. Tools for challenging – activities to support
Workers in challenging Discrimination, facilitated by the YWU.
Some feedback regarding the speakers:
“Really great at engaging everybody within the room. Information on what, when and
why, was great and very clear. What an enthusiastic approach”
“Good listening to the critiques and debates.
Very interesting learning about Prevent”
“Very interesting to hear how the Police and Local
Authorities are responding to the Prevent strategy”
“Excellent. Let’s dispel the myths and allow communities
to accept change and difference”
“Wow. I felt privileged and grateful for the opportunity to
have my mind opened to the difficulties refugees and asylum
seekers face”
“Good facilitation and lovely activities that got the
conversation going and supported participants to take some
risks” (tools for Challenging workshop)
In November the YWU supported the Risky Conversations Conference, held at Sheffield
Hallam University, delivering a workshop on Youth Work in the region, strengths and
opportunities.

Wider sector support included, the LGBT network, the Higher Education Institutions Network
which meets bi-annually, facilitated by the YWU as an opportunity to explore common issues in
the Youth and Community Work HEI sector. We developed further our relationship with the
Institute of Youth Work and joined the Leeds Children’s Services Scrutiny Board. Over
the course of the year we met regularly with The Network of Regional Youth Work Units and
contributed to their weekly Blogs. We continued our relationships with NYA, Ambition, the
Cabinet Office and its Regional Intelligence Office. Big assist funded visits to Calderdale
Voluntary Action to discuss their approach to health and participation and with Social
Enterprise Yorkshire and Humber to discuss future opportunities.

Youth Voice Work

–

Support to the sector
The YWU continued to work in partnership with the British Youth Council and the Yorkshire and
Humber Youth Voice Steering Group, supporting the regional UK Youth Parliament work.
Building on the successful Induction and Training residential, the YWU hosted three lively
regional conventions in, Doncaster, Rotherham and Grimsby.

The Conventions focused on skills building; team work, campaigning, representation and debating, all linked to the Skill Wheel booklet used to enable young people to identify what they have
achieved over the year. There were also opportunities to hear about other people’s campaigning, with guest speakers sharing their experiences, and work on the National UK Youth Parliament campaigns of improving mental health and emotional wellbeing services for young
people. Every area contributed to a national mapping exercise highlighting gaps in provision. The Report produced by the Youth Scrutiny Board, gave recommendations to the Government for areas of improvement. The Vice Chair who originated from Barnsley was able to share
her experiences of the process and keep us updated on progress.
“Inspirational speakers, presentations, listening to others, young people’s inspiring talks
about campaigning and achievements very motivational. Made a huge difference in terms
of inspiration and motivation. I enjoyed it when we had to do the talks with visitors and
the subjects talked about.”
Members of the UK Youth Parliament (MYPs), attended the Annual
Sitting in Exeter 31st July – 2nd August, where they meet with MYPs
from across the UK and debated which topics should be included in
the national Make your Mark Ballot. The results of which were
announced at the October Convention, with 96,739 votes cast across
the region on a 19% turn out. Three young people from our region
came within the top five for the most amount of ballots collected, and
were rewarded by speaking at the House of Commons and
shadowing Government Ministers for a day.

To support Make your Mark, North Yorkshire hosted a youth
summit, encouraging schools to bring their results with them,
the YWU supported this event, running workshops and hosting a
market stall.
In November MYPs headed to the House of Commons for their
annual debate to identify the following year’s campaigns.
In January 2016, the local youth councils, MPYs, young Majors
participated in a National Day of Action to launch this year’s
campaign ‘Don’t Hate Educate’ meeting with MPs to get their
support and preparing to deliver workshops in schools, youth
groups, projects. This is along side their continuing commitment to
improving young people’s access to mental health services and
reducing the stigma.
And so in March 2016 our Youth Voice year began again, with the
Regional Induction and Training residential at Kingswood Dearne
Valley, Doncaster. Our second visit, and we were joined by (64
Young people and 16 staff).
The YWU continues to offer support to Youth Voice Workers with
regular meetings and attending those meeting for staff who supporting child in care councils, to explore how expertise could be shared
and ways to bring these groups together and create a louder voice.

Northern Powerhouse –
In July we received confirmation the Youth Voice Steering Groups bid to Erasmus + under their
Key Action 3 was successful.
The project is delivered in partnership with Youth Focus North West, and their Yoforia Steering
Group, in recognition that the Northern Powerhouse stretches from Hull to Liverpool, with key cities being Sheffield, Leeds and Manchester.

The project has seven stages, the first to being the
young people together and provide them with training
in planning, delivering and evaluating their own events.
This took place over a weekend residential in
November at Dearne Valley, Doncaster, when the two
groups meet for the first time and started their Level 2
young leaders course. The group also started to
explore the the Northern Powerhouse and devolved
powers and what this might mean for young people.
Identifying areas they felt they could influence and are
of concern to them; Transport, NHS, Education and
continued youth involvement in devolution.
Stage two - planning, took place over two weekends in January and February, in Manchester at
the People’s History Museum (despite the weather). The young people continued to their training
and planned their first workshop for other young people to be held the end of March. The group
also produced a promotional film.

Stage three - widening participation, the steering group invited other young people from across
the two regions to join them at the University of Huddersfield, to learn about the Northern Powerhouse from a fantastic introduction by Andy Mycock, Political Science Lecture. The young people
then went into workshops, facilitated by members of the steering group, focusing on the four areas of interest. These workshops also designed the workshops for when the young people meet
with decision makers in stage four. At the end of the day the group had a presentation from the
European youth ambassador on the upcoming referendum
The Northern Powerhouse project has enabled several other
opportunities including the young people hosting an event at the
Yorkshire Mafia Leeds Business Week in October, which gave them a
fantastic insight in the politics and possible directions of devolution.

On-going activities
Communications
We continue to receive positive feedback from our member organisations who receive In the
Loop, our fortnightly newsletter regarding the content and style. We completely
re-designed the Youth Work Unit Website, which has made a huge difference to the number of
people accessing information about the work of the Unit and about the Youth Sector in Yorkshire
and Humber. We received particular praise for the new events section, which lists youth work
related events, training and services in our region and beyond in the form of a calendar, with links
to bookings.

Fund-raising and income generation
We are constantly identifying and applying to new and existing funding streams as we look to
replace income which used to come from Local Authority Youth Services, which is a constantly
shrinking pot.
In partnership with Bradford College, we are about to start delivery of a Level 2 Award Youth
Work Practice Course, which we have written and will run from May to July. This will provide a
new funding stream and it is hoped that we will continue the relationship with the College,
delivering further courses at Level 2 and Level 3.

Links to partner organisations
We continue to build relationships with our member organisations, local, regional and National
partners, including the NYA, Centre for Youth Impact, BYC, the Network, Ambition.
We have brought together the Higher Education Institutes in our region which have Youth Work
qualifying courses. We also sit on many of their Pathway Committees as Sector representatives.
Staff from the Unit sit on a number of national committees and youth work related organisations
including: Institute of Youth Work and ETS.

The Yorkshire & Humber Region,
consists of 15 local authorities,
& covers 5,950 sq mi (15,420 km2).
(almost coast to coast)
Had a population in 2011 of

5,284,000, of which 549,000 are
young people aged 11-19.

Feedback from members - “It is remarkable that Patrick and Charlee have been able to keep
such a high level of motivation in their work and engage with so many people across the region, from managers and youth workers to young people from youth work educators to policy
makers. Their energy and enthusiasm has taken the youth work unit into places that we never
dreamt that we could go – despite the very challenging financial position of the Unit.

Future Work :
To support the work of the Children’s Commissioners Office , which builds on
the Northern Powerhouse project—Growing up in the North. And their work
with raising the voice and concern of young people linked to the care system.
To offer Level 2 and 3 training in partnership with Bradford College across the
whole region to workers and volunteers as a means of strengthening the sector
and providing a progression route into youth work.
To continue to be advocates for both Youth People and the Youth Sector.
To work in partnership with the Centre for Youth Impact to support the youth
Sector in capturing the fantastic impact it makes to the lives of young people.
To continue to work in partnership with the British Youth Council and local Youth
Voice Workers to give young people a voice locally, regionally and nationally .

